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THE VALUE OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDY.
" "EXPERIMENTS," says ProfesJj sorTyndall, "have two uses,
a use in discovery and a use in tuition." Plain as this statement may
seem to us of the present day, it is
but a few years, comparatively, that
tbe truth contained in it has been
fully recognized. The ancient philosophers believed that the heavenly
bodies were governed by laws that
were worthy of study, but that terrestrial objects and their phenomena
were controlled and occasioned by
other and imperfect laws, and should
be left to the consideration of the
lower classes. Thanks, however, to
Newton, and the army of his colaborers, AVC think the world nearly
rid of that notion, and as zealous to
do justice to the labor and genius of
a Watt as of a Kepler,
An experiment is a question put
to nature, and the reply is never
false, but the result of invariable law.

Is the reply different from what
we expected? Then our method is
wrong-, but the answer never; and
the more we eliminate our errors
the nearer we come to the wishedfor reply. The verification by experiment of an idea in the mind of the
theorist places its truth beyond all
carping; and moreover, this process
of proof brings with it a joy which
we think must differ from all others,
Says Fresnel, "All the compliments
I have received from Arago, La
Place, and Biot, never gave me so
much pleasure as the discovery of a
theoretic truth or the confirmation
of a calculation by experiment."
Although we may never have that
pleasure in so high a degree as the
great French philosopher, yet the
most of us, doubtless, have felt a
satisfaction hardly explainable at the
successful result of some experiment. Whence comes this pleasure
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unless from man's innate love of
power and superiority ? for we, who
are for the most part but the toys of
Nature's laws, find that by acting intelligently we may sometimes cause
them to accomplish our ends, or may
successfully predict their results,
That incentive to all thorough work,
the love of it, is continually increasing the array of original investigators. It rarely happens that they
can expect material profit, but they
may hope to add some atom to scientific truth or help to correct some
existing error.
We have said that the world is
fast getting rid of that idea of the
old philosophers, that the study of
terrestrial objects is demeaning; yet
1if some of us would carefully analyze
our feelings we should find that the
old idea still influences us. There
are some who think that a person
who enthusiastically devotes his time
to the study of chemical reactions
never arrives at manhood, and that
the physicist stands on a lower pi
than the pulpit orator or the astute
are the who
politician, Th
tific study has no
think that
value unless its results are immediately applicable to the useful arts;
that unless steel is made cheaper, or
some new motor discovered, all exwaste of time and
is
perimenti
the height of folly. The highest object which the experimenter should
have in view is the discovery of
truth, whatever the result may be ;
and it is impossible for him to fore-

i

see that a fact of science seemingly
of little importance shall not in a
few years be the means of ministering to the wants of man.
A theory is often proved or disproved by some discovery that at
first would seem to be far removed
from anything in connection with
the theory in question. The polarization of light would seem to have
no connection whatever with the
breaking of a beam of any kind, yet
it has proved a fact that was before
only a theory. The transverse breaking of a beam placed across two supports is a common thing enough, but
there has been much discussion as
to how it occurs. The generally
received theory is that the fibres on
the top of the beam are compressed
and those at the bottom extended,
while at the centre of gravity of a
cross section of the beam is a plane
of no stress, or a place where compression changes to extension, and
vice versa.
Sir David Brewster, in experimenting on light, placed across two supports a small rectangular bar of glass,
and loading the bar he saw that the
light transmitted through the top
and bottom was highly colored, but
that the colors diminished toward
the centre of gravity of the beam's
cross section, and that there the
transmitted light was the same as
that which passed through the whole
beam when no pressure was applied ;
thus proving conclusively the theory
of a neutral plane as far as glass

The Value of Experimental Study.
beams are analogous to others. Tim s
things -apparently incongruous are
seen to be intimately related, and
progress in physical science is made
not by speculation or by half-investigated premises, but by accurately
observing the phenomena in all their
aspects.
However great may be the value
of experiment in discovery, we can
never lose sight of its use in tuition,
One effect of every well considered
experiment is to discipline the mind,
In an experiment we must work according to law; if it be an original
one we are thrown upon our own
resources, and because Nature reveals her secrets only to the worthy
we must pay our undivided attention
to the process, lest seemingly small
errors creep in and entirely change
the result. If the experiment is not
original a much more lasting impression is made upon our minds than by
the mere committal to memory of
the same fact. In this way we learn
to think and investigate for ourselves. We are not obliged to accept the dictum of any one as final,
nor are we bound to the opinions of
some past generation carefully preserved for us in highly venerated
text-books.
The ancients taught that Nature
abhorred a vacuum, and that therefore there could be none; and because these instructors thought experiment of little value, this fallacy
was gravely handed down from
teacher to pupil for hundreds of
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years, until some one stepped out
of the time-honored and easy rut
and made a simple experiment. And
thus it always is, new investigations
are bringing to light new facts and
demolishing old theories which have
been aptly said to be but the scaffolding by which we are enabled to
connect the facts; but if we stop
experimenting we are likely to look
upon the scaffolding, not as a temporary aid, but as a part of the structure itself. Investigation is teaching
us that no fact is to be despised ;
that in the air around us and in the
earth beneath our feet there is no
fo
thy of our studv and
phenomenon from which we may not
learn.
By experiment on the lecture platform a large class of people, who
could not be otherwise reached, are
being taught the elements of Chemistry and Physics. What to them
have seemed but the odds and ends
of an imperfect world, are shown to
be as obedient to Nature's great
laws as the worlds that revolve in
space. By this means many a mechanic who before looked upon his
work as drudgery, or performed it
as a machine does its work, has
suddenly found it to be not only a
pleasure but a means of his intellectual advancement: and thus men
have derived a taste for scientific
pursuits that has fashioned their
whole after-lives.
Let us, then, give to this department of study its true value; and if

/
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we have a love for it let us not repress it as a childish freak, but remember that it is something: implanted in our natures that the
greatest intellects have thought
worthy of cultivation. By a few

•

months or years of such study we
may not fill our minds with facts, but
we shall bciWn to think for ourselves
in a systematic manner; and that certainly is one of the great aims of all
education.

DECEMBER.
GAIN" the world, obedient to the laws which the Great Mind
Sealed in His mighty impulse when He bade it motion find,
Has traced the starry girdle of its path through endless space
And reached the goal that marks the limit of its annual race.
>

And while
tial worlds have
d beneath His sleepl
Wl penciled
the
b
on tl canvas of tl
3
IV
lered if, in their maj
flight, tl
heavenly spl
Are freighted with a race who measure their brief life in J

e

)

Does lie that is Almighty loose the moments from Uis hand.
th
And P
on these rolling spheres like showers of golden sand
And
th moments minute t>
1 tl
to lys and )
Do they return to their Great Source, o'erburdened with their te
)

Does Grief, like a dark angel, circle with its blighting- breath
O'er all the burning planets and encompass them with death?
And as the great orbs swiftly plunge through heaven's unmeasured space,
Does dread Despair chase dying Hope? docs Death with Life keep pace?
And, when twelve moons have watched the seasons come and e-o airain
Do they of the dim burning worlds above, like mortal men
Place the pale wreath upon the dead year's brow and toll its knell.
Then a-rect the New with garlands bright and ring the gladsome bell?
)

;

&

to

to

Alas! how like a child that, wearied with its toys to-day,
Joys in the morrow's sun that melts its early years away,
We pass the blushing June of our existence in one strife
rp
To hail a future bringing the December of our life.

<

>

,
»
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Father Supremo, in whose hand rests the universe of worlds,
Whose perfect plan more perfect still each dying year unfurls,
Whose will tho mighty systems cleaving- boundless realms obey,
To whose eternity progressive ages are a day,—
When soon for me this flying globe shall circle the great sun
The last time ere life's golden sands from out tl leir hour-glass run
From thine exalted habitation speak to the fainting soul
And bid it rise where years die not and death-knells never toll.

)

>

AMUSEMENTS.
rpiTERE seems to be in every
human breast some desire for
amusement, greater or less, according to the nature and education of
the individual. It is an irresistible
dictate of man's nature to seek
amusement of some kind, either to
while away time hanging heavily
upon his hands, or to bring relief
from care, or forgetfulness of sorrow, or recreation from toil. All
history proves this. No history of
a people or nation is complete and
satisfactory without some account
of their amusements. The history
of national and popular amusements
would be an interesting and profitar
ble studj , since it is almost the history of civilization. Nothing serves
better to reflect the character, culture, and tastes of a people than the
character and extent of their amusements. In the earlier stages of civilization we find that the popular
amusements were physical strifes,

such as bull-baiting, gladiatorial cornbats, and the like. Later, as civilization advanced and culture was
extended, the popular amusements
became gentler in nature and more
refined in character. The drama
took the place of gladiatorial spectacles, and a thousand little social
pleasures were invented.
But it is not our object to compare ancient with modern ainusements and sports. We wish to speal
briefly of some modern amusements,
but not to enter into a discussion
of the nature of amusements in general, nor, since there aro so-called
amusements immoral and evil in
their tendency, to draw a strict line
between proper and improper amusemerits. From such an attempt we
should be warned by the failures of
far abler pens than ours. We will
consider some of the reasons that
have been and are now advanced
against certain popular amusements,
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note the reaction of the past thirty
years in reg ard to these, and give
our own ideas concerning them.
We think that all will admit that
some amusement and recreation is
necessary to a healthy condition of
the mind; but the point of discussion
is, What shall these amusements be?
And yet a careful reading of the history of churches and of tracts and
sermons can not but show that it has
been the policy of nearly all churches,
whether Puritan or Presbyterian,
Methodist or Baptist, to frown upon
all popular amusements, especially
the most attractive. They have declared them to be vain recreations
and badges of worldliness, which
they have entreated and even commanded their members never to assume under any circumstances, that
they might show that they had come
out and were separate from the
world. There are three specific
kinds of amusement against which
the churches have hurled most of
their religious thunder, viz., dancing, games of chance, and theatregoing. Confining ourselves to this
country and the present century,
we find that these amusements were
at first declared sinful, not from any
extraneous circumstances or abuses,
but of themselves and in their very
nature. The simple act of dancing
was said to be entirely inconsistent
with the spirit of Christianity, wholly
contrary to the thoughts, feelings, and
proper deportment of true Christians;
and this, no matter how private or

limited its indulgence, whether the
effect of stirring music upon a musicloving man, or practiced for exercise.
The folly of this idea, long since
abandoned by candid minds, needs
no exposition from us; but we would
suggest the absurdities into which
its supporters fell by arguing that
all (lancing mentioned in the Scripturea without condemnation was an
expression of religious joy, a method
of praising God.
Again, as regards games of chance,
we find the same profoundly wise
objections. These games were declared in tracts and sermons to be
u
intrinsically immoral, immoral and
unlawful, precisely on the ground of
their abuse and profanity of the lot,
which is an institution of God for
7
special religious and moral purposes/
This reminds us of the old woman's
objection against life insurance, that
it was tempting Providence, though
in what way we could never quite
understand. The common sense of
the people would not always tolerate
such sophistry; and, forced to abandon the doctrine of intrinsic immorality, the opposers of these amusements condemned them and declared
them unworthy of the least countenance, because they were frivolous
and led to a waste of time and excesses in other directions. But even
this idea is less prevalent than thirty
or even twenty years ago. We read
that in 1853 a religious body in its
general assembly declared that dancing was so inconsistent with Chris-•

•

■

i ■«

■'
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•

tianity, that any church member
allowing his children to learn the
art was a fit subject for discipline.
Now we hear leading divines publicly
declare that certain dances are most
beautiful exercises, and when introduced as one of the amusements at
a social gathering of friends, are
in no way sinful, and ought to be
allowed and even encouraged by
Christian people. Once cards, dice,
and other games of chance were
wicked in themselves; now religious
bodies furnish rooms with all these
games for the amusement of the
young
Another source of amusement
which has been the object of many
violent attacks is the theatre. Yet
we think that all candid people will
admit that the evil effects of the
theatre are due to its abuses. We
can hardly over-estimate the importance in the progress of learning and
culture, of an institution which has
given to the world a Sophocles and
Euripides, a Moliere and Racine, a
Goethe and Schiller, a Shakespeare
and Jonson. The theatre is at once
poetry, and
que
a school f
painting. If it is profitable to read
chaste dramatic works, beautiful p
try, or thrilling eloquence, how mi
more profitable to hear these wo
uttered by one who has given hi s
life to their study. If it is profitable
he
to 11s ten t J'oh B. Gougl
across the stage, uttering
pram
old. old
trite truths and relating
stories, is it not at least equally prof

itable to hear Edwin Booth utter,
with a force and expression gained
years of study, the wit and wisdom of Shakespeare? In Bulwer's
Richelieu, as played by Booth, the
lesson that right will triumph is
taught with more force than by the
combined eloquence of a whole bureau of lyceum orators.
Let us notice an objection urged
alike against theatre-going and other
that they
popular amusements,
lead to a waste of time. In accordance with the laws of compensation
a reasonable amount of time spent
in recreation is not wasted, so this
objection is only valid when amusements are carried to excess. But
behold the consistency of those
who advance this argument. They
loudly oppose card-playing, though
separate from gambling, but say
nothing against other games of
auchance, as checkers, chess,
thors," etc. A father will not allow
his son to learn whist or euchre,but
teaches him to love a fast horse.
There is the same tendency to waste
time in croquet as billiards, in authors as whist or euchre. As one
has well expressed it, " the eth
quite bewildering
distinct
f
betweei balls of ivory and b
be
d. between mallets and
tween irreen baize and
or amuseAll forms of recreat
ment, whether loafing on the street
corner or reading fascinating books,
whether sitting idle in our own
room or visiting our neighbor, are
&

^

"N
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wicked in so far as they take time
which ought to be given to our regular work.
AVe are sometimes advised to
stay away from the theatre because
even though it might benefit us individually by going, we should set a
bad example for others. We can not
quite understand how an act not
bad of itself can he a had example.
True, one man may attempt to justify himself in an act by that of his
neighbor when there is no true connection between the two. But is
the neighbor responsible for this?
It is sheer nonsense to refer in this
case to that saying of Paul, made in
a moment of enthusiasm, that it b
eating meat lie offended a brother ho
would eat no more flesh while the
world stood. It is impossible for us to
act in accordance with the ideas and
prejudices of all men. We must be
guided by our own sense of lectitude and propriety, otherwise wo
shall meet with no better success
tban the man and hoy who,.driving
a donkey to the fair, tried to please
everybody, first both walking, then
both riding, and finally attempting
to carry the donkey.
The strongest objection, however,
to the theatre is that its associations
and surrounding circumstances are
immoral and its representations iinpure. It can not be denied that it
has often been a very sink of pollution. But who is to blame for this?
Amusements depend upon tastes.
In Athens, where the tastes of the

1

people were elevated and refined, the
drama was carried to the hi best
point of perfection ; while in Rome,
where the tastes were more warlike
and less refined, it was never a suecess. And who is to blame, if not for
the existence, at least for the fosteringof depraved tastes? To whom do
we look, to raise the ignorant and
d epraved from their sloughs of ignorance and depravity, but to the
educated, the cultured, the Christian
portion of the community? Their
privileges and their vows make this
their work. We cannot believe that
man is naturally so depraved that he
demands Wn- his amusement something either cruel or impure But
if the whole iield of amusements is
left to the irreligious and to those
who for the sake of gain will pander
to man's lowest appetites, what can
we expect but that amusements will
deteriorate in character? We are
repeatedly told that tho purity and
permanency of our republican institutions depend upon the efforts of
the educated and Christian men of
the country. From the pulpit and
the press come loud and repeated
exhortations for scholars and Christians to enter the political arena, purify its atmosphere, and raise our
political system from its slough of
corruption. Will not this apply with
equal force to the subject of amusements? If we see in an institution
signs of abuse, shall we desert it,
abandon it to those who will increase
its abuses? The leaven is of no

Exactly
use until it is worked into the mass
to be leavened. The people, the
morality-loving people have the
power to relieve the theatre of many
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of its evils by giving it an audience
that will not countenance impure
representations, and actors who will
not present them.

EXACTLY!
RUTH.

ARK and laughing eyes are thine;
Lips as sweet as clover;
Hair that (Lizzies the bright sunshine,
When the breeze blows over.
Exactly !
CLAUDOLPIIUS.

A white and manly brow is thine
Lips just whiskered in;
Lithe and straight as any pine
Ere the storms begin.
Exact!v!

7

These two walked in a shadowy wood,
The sunlight sifting through:
The birds such business understood—
E'en the sparrows knew.
Exactly !
In simple tones his vows ho made:
"I love" " So pure and true ! "
These words her only thought arrayed
"Who's good enough for you?"
Exactly!
Then told him how her heart was won:7
She dared not be the first
To speak what most she thought upon;
Tli o w hoi e sieire was r ehearsed
c tly!
JT>

■
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They chose an early wedding day,
Before the snow should fly.
"He did not marry her," you say;
" Why, sir, tell me why ? "
Exactly !
A merry wedding was there, too;
Each loved one wed her lover ;
He wed the one he loved so true;
She wed Jus loved one's brother
Exactlv!
A double wedding, was it?' Yes;
First as a bride Claud kissed her;
Who, 'tis easy now to guess
"Ruth was Claudolphus' sister!"
Exactly !

<.

J

•
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COMPULSORY EDUCATION.
HOMAS JEFFERSON once said, which they are credited is of no
" If a nation expects to be ig- practical benefit to them.
That the
norant and free, it expects what
ducated portio of
r p.opulat
never was and never can be." If
source of crime
ignorance is hostile to a nation's
d social disorder, can be easily
freedom, it must be equally so to its shown. A few years ago, great labor
virtue and peace. Wisely recognizd care were given to gatl
ing this fact, our people have founded ble
formation P
tlii point
their system of free common schools.
th results
ewhat like the fol
Official statistics declare that an av- lowing: In Pennsylvania, of the
erage of about ninety per cent, of whole number of convicts, a little
the population of our several States more than one-half could read and
is able to read and write:i but it write, while one-fourth could neither
must be borne in mind that a large read nor write. Only three per cent,
number of these are only able to read of the entire population of the State
and write in the rudest possible were found equally ignorant. In
manner and the education with Massachusetts three per cent, of the
;

i|n»

»" mm
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population and twenty per cent, of
the convicts were unable to read and
write. In nearly all the States of
the Union this fact remains the same.
Now if ignorance does not increase
criminality, then the percentage of
prisoners who can not read or'write
should not be more than the percentage of citizens who can not read or
write. Instead of this, we find over
forty per cent, of prisoners and less
than three per cent, of citizens who
can not read and write. Here is indicated a certain means of largely preventing and diminishing crime ; and
yet, while the masses are crying frantically for the criminal's blood, the
champions of compulsory education
are few and almost unheeded.
It is the opinion of able men who
have considered this question carefully, that it is both the right and
the duty of the State to require the
education of every child. A noted
professor of Berlin says: " Government must protect the well-being of
society, which is endangered by ignorance and vice. As the government makes laws for the prevention
of crime, it is both its duty and right
to educate the future members of
the social community, that they may
advance its well-being, not destroy
1
Many who appreciate the benit.
efits to society of education, as well
as the dangers of ignorance, are still
opposed to any prohibition of ignoranee. Such laws, they think, are
incapable of impartial execution,
The State is under the clearest ob-
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ligation to protect every citizen in
bis personal rights, and to guard society against a violation of its peace.
A law providing for universal education has the double purpose of
protecting the child in its individual
rights to an education and of protecting society against acts of crime,
On this account the law would be
worthy of the most earnest and
hearty efforts for its complete execution. What are the methods to
be undertaken to make education
universal ? is becoming a question
of increasing interest. . Why may
not a law be so framed and enacted as to most effectually execute
itself? Why not provide that if the
child neglects the opportunity, freely offered on the part of the state,
to secure an education, and at the
age of twenty-one years is unable to
furnish proof of his proficiency in
the elements of a good English education, these facts shall work his
continued legal minority. Until such
proof is secured, let him be deprived
of the right of voting and holding
office or of doing business and holding property in his own name. With
such a law very few uneducated
children would remain among us to
grow up, breeding moral distemper
and crime. It may be objected that
this is establishing an educational
qualification for the right of sufis entirely un-Amerift
can. It would be the establishment
of no qualification not already acknowledged in principle.
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Already the ballot is refused to
idiots. This is establishing an intel
lectual qualification. Who thinks it
a greater sin to be born an idiot than
to keep a mind capable of improvement dwarfed and ruined ? Who believes the idiot an agent of greater
danger to society than the uneducated person? We already refuse
the criminal, condemned as such, the
right to vote. " Because ignorance
produces crime it is itself criminal
in character."
The ballot should never he placed
in the hands of the authors of crime;
and so should be withheld from the
uneducated on the same principle
that it is denied the inmates of pris-

ons. As we look at the uneducated
thousands growing up in our midst,
and as we remember the influence
they are to exert upon society, when
we reflect that these are they who
will startle us with deeds of blood
7
and shame, for which the} will go
down to dishonored graves from
dungeons and scaffolds, then there
is an unspeakable meaning in the
words of a distinguished writer who
says: "What shall be done with
these children, soon to he the dan
gerousclasses in society? Can not
the state take measures to prevent
as well as punish crime? Is it not
its solemn and imperative duty to
do so ? "

I
t

ALMA MATER.
i.

RIVER running to the sea
Leaps the rock, and through the village
Still winds its way in ecstasy,
Bearing health and strength to tillage,
And, to the youthful and the bold,
A treasure better far than gold.
II.

The good green wood on either bank
Gave way; and dwellings grim and gaunt
Crept down, the water's edge to flank,
And well protect the fisher's haunt
From stormy winds and drifting snow,
And peering eyes of those below,

\

Alma Mater.
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III.

i

Who, coming from the sea, might know
rn
The legend of the Falls, and hear
The story of the while man's foe,
Whose boat was seen to disappear
Within that stony-channeled niche,
Where roar the waters of West Pitch.
IV.

Then sloping backward to the mount,
David
name, there rests the Hall,
Of youthful trick and trade the fount,
With Alma Mater crowninir all;
The Campus stretching far and near;
The trees, the pump, and "Gym" at rear.

v.
This, all of this, to-day I bring,
As fancy paints the scene anew;
And more than this I fain would sing,
And quainter things relate to you;
But, as the sun goes down at night,
So they are better out of sight.
J

VI.

In early autumn, when the trees
Their golden robe put on in joy,
With head erect, yet trembling knees,
We entered as a College boy:
The "Red Barn" sending forth its spawn
To flounder on the Campus lawn.
VII.

Then down we sat before the Prex,
Or bust returned from Barnum's show,
Named after some old Roman Rex
That all the world was s'posed to know;
And one I watched with deep respect,
As oft he murmured, " Nice ! Perfect!"
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VIII.

Up to the Chapel then he went,
And pointed out where we must stay
And listen to the prayers they sent
For us to keep the narrow way;
But I was wise, the way was old,
I should not stray and leave the fold.
IX.

And so I flew too near the light
And fell within the Sophomore's mesh,
Or wakened in the darksome night
w
To feel once more I was a " Fresh ;
Until the year rolled round, and I
Laid up my tadpole gear to dry.

(

x.

A hat and cane I then put on,
Some mighty trumpet notes reeled off 7
Then walked about like any don;
Was duly mustached a la "Soph";
And felt that all the world to me
Must homage pay in high degree.

I

XI.

The Junior year, 1 shed again
The garments I had worn before;
Held down my head in shame and pain
To think that I should know no more:
u
For in that sense " my way was slow
w
Before the sterner " Oh, no no!

;

XII.

A full-blown Senior I became,
And felt how great the world outside ?
My soul within me now quite tame
I floated forth upon the tide;
And beat against the brown and bare
Cold rocks that skirt the tempest's lair.
;

\

I
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XIII.

And here to-day, in distant lands,
Beside Vesuvius' crater,
I strain my eyes, and lift my hands y
To my own, my Alma Mater i
And pray that she may lead aright
Her children till the morning light

I

I

XIV.
\

Shall clothe the hills in glad surprise
And flood the valley with its glow;
The righteous of the Lord baptize,
w
a
And pony riders drive below,
Where " Bonnie," " Dickey," " Tommy," " Prex,"
May ne'er the soul of mortal vex.
)

\)

xv.
And when the fruitage, fully ripe,
Shall garnered be by hoary Time,
Without a wrinkle or a stripe,
May Alma Mater strike the chime,
And ringing through the false, the true,
King out a welcome e'en to you

;

I

I
/
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EDITORS' PORTFOLIO.
our darkest—yet we have succeeded
" One stop ami then another, and the longest each month in laying before our
walk is ended/'
readers a certain amount of reading
T1
^ year ago we were puzzling matter in the form of essays, poems,
our brains as to what we should attempts at jokes, college news, <fcc.;
write for editorials, and wondering and the time has now come to hand
where we were to get articles for 0Ver this work to '77.
ten numbers of the STUDENT. We
Before we lay down the editorial
had suddenly found an elephant on pen for the last time, we wish to exour hands and hardly knew what to tend our heartfelt thanks to the
do with it. But, remembering that many friends who have so kindly and
we had to publish only one number ably assisted us during the year, and
of the magazine at a time, we took our forgiveness (yes, we think we
one step at a time, and now find our- can forgive them now) to those who
selves at the end of our walk.
so faithfully promised but failed to
Among the recollections of our fulfill their promises. To the memcollege course, the year '75 and its bers of '76 we say: As far as we
experiences will always hold a p
can learn, you have done more for
W entered P
t position
the STUDEXT, while in your charge,
d than either of the two preceding
the year with many misgiv
can not deny that we hail its
classes; at least you have contribwith feelings of joy and relief, Th
uted in ore.
Not only the merit
sandwiching in editorial work be- of your contributions, but espetween regular and unavoidable col- cially your readiness to contribute,
lec:e duties becomes at times monot- has far exceeded what we dared
onous and even disagreeable. If expect. The kind and valuable asyou don't believe it, try it yourself.
sistance which you have rendered
But we have made our complaints will never be forgotten by those bv
regularly and unsparingly, and will whom it was so much needed.
not bore our readers with any
And now a word as to the future
further account of our troubles, of the STUDENT. It seems to us
Though we have seen times when that it has been thus far little more
the prospect was dubious and as than an experiment. The time has
it's always darkest just before light, come for improvements, and there is
so the last three months have been certainly ample room. During the
EXEUNT.

•

i

•

•
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first two years serial stories were
published. This year, in accordance
with the advice of many friends and
especially of the class, we have published no story. This of course increased the work of the editors,
since the size of the magazine was
net lessened. The next editors can
now judge which is the better
course. Without changing the form
of the STUDENT, there are other desirable improvements to be made,
such as having a regular day of publication. But the editors alone can
not do this. How can they always
issue on a certain day of the month,
if, just as they are getting ready for
the press, one-half of their promised
contributors send word that they
can not furnish the promised artides? Under such circumstances,
can it be wondered at that an article should occasionally appear which
is no credit to the magazine?
Other points to be carefully considered by each class are the subscription price and the number of
editors. At the present low subscription price, even with a large
number of advertisements and the
best of management, the STUDENT
not pay fo tself. O
doll
perhap
that its contents are
ally worth; but it
Id b remembered that there is not another
college publication in the country
of the same size whose subscription
price is so low, while that of many
of less size and cost, and even of
less merit, is even higher. The class

that raises the price may lose a few
subscribers, but we trust the step
will be taken ere long.
Again, the STUDENT lias the smallest board of editors of any college
journal. In the first year only two
editors were chosen, and this precedent has been almost unhesitatingly
followed by the succeeding classes.
As for ourselves, when we entered
upon this work we did not know
enough about it to judge whether
two were enough or not; but, after
one year's experience, we unhesitatingly give it as our opinion that the
sooner the number is increased from
two to three or even four, the better
it will be for the STUDENT. The care
is too great for two pairs of shouldors. To have that blue STUDENT before one's eyes day and night, is to
have the blues of the worst sort.
Witl i so small a board of editors,
either the magazine or studies must
be neglected; and the tendency is,
we think, to neglect the studies— in
proof of which we refer, not to the
excellences of the STUDENT, but to
the depreciation of our rank bills,
Each class, however, will of course
do as it thinks best. We make
these suggestions from our interest in the future of the STUDENT,
and as the result of our year's experience. The Junior class, following the established precedent, has
chosen two editors and a manager
three men who, with the earnest cooperation of their class, have the
ability and energy to make the STU-
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a success. For their encouragement we would say that the interest in the STUDENT is livelier, and
the readiness to contribute for it
greater, each )
Wishing the many friend and
a *ppy
STUD
of tl
reade
tor \ the
New Year, and tl
higliest success, we wipe our editorial Spencerian, and, rising from
this chair in which we have " l attled
round " for the past year, cheerfully
step down and out.
DENT

THOROUGHNESS.

Every thoughtful student must
alize, as he draws near th end of
dwell would
f study
it be if he realized it at the beginning,—how much he has lost by not
being more thorough in the studies
that he has passed over. "Slow,
' is the motto of to few,
but
business or study. Many
eith
of the greatest and most
essful
men the world has ever known, say
that the secret of their success lay
in fully mastering one thing before
passm c to another. Now, if thoronghness is essential to success anywhere, it certainly is in study. A
course of study is a chain in which
every link should be most carefully
forged, since each link depends upon
the preceding, and the strength and
value of the chain upon all the links
combined.
It is the opinion of many of our
ablest educators that four years is
tuo short a time for anything like

thorough work in the many studies
crowded into the common curriculum of American colleges, How
important, then, that each student
should see to it that he masters as
completely as possible each study
while it is a part of his daily work.
Then, if ever, is the time for thorough work. Then is the time for
interest and enthusiasm in the work,
and then we have valuable assistance. But the study once laid aside,
other things demand our time and
attention, and our interest is gone.
Every student knows that if he enters college poorly fitted, he will
realize the fact throughout his whole
course. Ask any student, who in
his preparatory course has neglected
the careful study of his Latin and
Greek grammars, if he does not
feel the need of a thorough acquaintance with these books in reading
Livy and Thucydides. But it seems
to us that this need of thorough
work is seen more plainly in the
study of mathematics. In the languages, as studied in most of our
colleges, the same rules are applied
and illustrated so constantly and in
such similar ways that most students
with very little real study soon retain them sufficiently for the reading
of the works commonly read. But
in mathematics there is a more perceptible advancement, More new
rules and principles are constantly
developed, and each one depends
upon the preceding. In passing
from one branch or text-book to

\

\
\
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another, the first must be thoroughly
mastered or the second can not be.
Slight geometry, and you feel the
effects in trigonometry. Slight trigonometry, and the effect is felt in
mechanics. Slight analytics and
mechanics, and the effect is felt in
astronomy. And so on ad infinitum,
slight the rudiments of any branch,
and the effect is seen during all the
time spent upon the study.
But since we all know this, why is
it that we are not more thorough in
our studies ?. Partly on account of
man's natural aversion to labor, and
partly on account of the tendency
to superficiality developed and fostered by American habits, or rushing through everything, whether
business, pleasure,.or study. H o \v
shall we avoid this superficiality ?
Evidently by closer application. By
more careful preparation of lessons,
and by stricter attention to recitations of classmates and explanations
of instructors. How often we hear
it said on the way to recitation,
" I've read this over once." This,
no doubt, is sometimes the result of
unreasonably long assignments, but
oftener the result of spending an
unreasonably small amount of time
upon the assignment. With such
study no one can expect to be thorough. Again, there are very few
students but that occasionally, and
some of us oftener, might as well be
a hundred miles from college as in
the recitation room, as to any benefit
they are deriving from the exercises,
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Now all this is generally theresuit of thoughtlessness, and can be
corrected with care ; and the sooner
one begins, the easier the reform
and the more beneficial the result.
Another salutary method of avoiding. this superficiality would be
for each student to carefully review
by himself, or with his chum, all
points of a lesson not clearly understood in recitation. A few minuts spent in this way each day
would produce grand results by the
close of the year. With such careful instruction and frequent reviews
as we have at Bates we can blame
no one but ourselves for our lack of
thoroughness.
THAT PENNANT.

Unfailing source of dispute and
editorials! Better far than the old
fable of the gnat and the lion dost
thou illustrate that small bodies may
have great power How monotonous would have been college life
this fall, had it not been for thee!
True, we might have had more serif
in our pockets, had it not been for
thy fascinating influence.
It seems we are never to be ald to feast our eyes upon the
beauteous folds of that pennant We
are never to see it waving in th
phyrs that breathe over
gentle
0
hop that we
our camp
uld see it hanging in beautiful
pon the walls of our club
fold
u
es." Can it
room are blasted hopes."
be that this pennant is all a mytl
&

>
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dream, a delusion, a mere creature
of the phantasy? We only know
that $5 went, from Bates to Portland
to aid in purchasing* a flag or
streamer, to be played for by certain
That
streamer
is
said
to
be
clubs.
lingering among the " whispering
Wo
have
pines " at Brunswick.
visited Bowdoin twice this fall, and
been
admitted
to
the
B.
B.
even
Club rooms; but no streamer have
we seen. Perhaps it is laid away
under lock and key when Bates boys
are in town.. The Bates nine have
but
fairly defeated the B
that far-famed, deep-sighted, unprejudiced, and justice-loving Judiciary
Committee say that we can't have
that piece of bunting. Perhaps we
have mistaken, but we supposed that
to
be
given
to
the
the streamer
but
club playing the best earn
the Committee gave no otl
forced to
fo their d
de that it is t>Q'iven to th
if so, th
losing the most g
Bowdoins certainly are entitled to it.
After a long delay, not on the part
f the Bates bovs, but rather on tl
f th State
part of the officer
Judiciary
of
th
Association, three
Committee met at the Preble H )use,
Delegates
Portland, Nov. 29th.
were present from each of the two
clubs, to represent their respective
cases. The representatives from
Bates stated to the Committee that
played betw
game of ball
two clubs belonging to the State
the
Association and governed

rules of that Association—one club
known as the Bowdoin College Club,
the other as the Bates College Club
it being understood that the winning club was to have the championship pennant; but that the Bates
having fairly won, the Bowdoins refused to give up the flag. The gentie man from Bowdoin admitted that
no rules were violated in the game;
but said that there was on the Bates
t yet admitte 1 to Colth
was
d
that
tl
ge
le
did
or
B
point that th
could raise admitting that if th
1 be allowed to play, Bates
Bates
T
fairly won the g
ed to
th
presentati
show to the Committee how closely
this man was connected with the
College, but that this had nothing to
do with the case; that these two
clubs were not to be considered as
College clubs, but as State clubs;
that unless the Bates club had violated some rule of the Association
they were entitled to the streamer.
The Committee asked but one
question, viz., whether the man objected to by the Bowdoins had
played upon the Bates club before,
and were told that he had played
with them on five match games, no
objection ever being raised except
by the Bowdoins.
The Committee were then left to
fe
minutes
in
a
d
them
reported that they had decided in
favor of the Bowdoins; but did not
what grounds, or whether
state

i
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the vote was unanimous J being in
a great hurry, and " couldn't stop to
talk." Sufficient,however, was said
to show that they could cite no rule
which had been violated by Bates,
and that one of the Committee had
—was afraid
a prejudice against us—
that we have already too many privileges, etc.; and as one of the Committeewasamemberof BowdoinCollege, it is not surprising that the
case was decided as it was.
Wcll, boys, you have been, not defeated, but gouged; and we advise
you to have nothing more to clo
with this State Association. You
certainly ought not to restrict yourselves to students in the College
proper, so long as there is a man in
the Latin School who is a good
player and willing to play.

our editorial career. Through these
exchanges we feel that we have
formed quite an intimate acquaintance with many of the great army
of American colleges. We have
been enabled to form some idea of
the relations between instructors
and students, and of the methods of
study in these institutions. Had it
not been for our connection with
the STUDENT we might never have
heard of some of those great Universities of the South and West, some
of which institutions seem to have
sprung up in a single night, and the
next morning issued a Gazette, or
Herald, or Chronicle, or Record. We
give below a list of our exchanges.

Editors Por if olio.

i

OUR EXCHANGES.

1

Manv college editors complain of
the tediousness of reading and reviewing their exchanges. Well, if
you find it so tiresome and unpleasant as some of you pretend, why do
it? There is nothing compulsory
about it; and if you find nothing in
your exchanges worthy of comment.
favorableor unfavorable, this work.
is certainly a waste of time, paper,
and ink. If done merely to " fill up "
it must indeed be tedious. As for
ourselves, bad it not been for the
encouragement, pleasure, and profit
derived from our literary visitors,
we should have been completely
discouraged at the very outset of

Cornell Era, Alumni Journal, Tale Literary Magazine, Union College Magazine, Tarfinoi, University Herald, Packer
Quarterly, Harvard Advocate, Hesperian
Student, Brunonian, College Spectator,
College Olio, Madisonensis, Univ. Press,
1
Oxford Undergraduates' Journal, Trinity
Tablet, Chronicle ,I)cnnison Collegian,Bowdoin Orient, College Argus, Univ. Record,
School Monthly, Capitol, Alumna'
Quarterly, Alabama Univ. Monthly, Scholastie, Archangel, College Journal, Crimson, Triad, Transcript, College Herald.
Leh igh Journal, Niagara Index, Chronicle,
Univ. He view, Tyro, Aurora, Eiving Beview^hiumiathean, McKendree llcpository, College Mercury, Haven, Amhcrst
Student, Dartmouth, Lewiston Gazette,
American Newspaper Reporter, Alfred
Student,. Irving Union,. Vassar MiscelArgosy, Hugh School
I any, H
Budget, Univ. Monthly, High School, Tyre
Iioanoke Collegian, Tripod, Aurora, Cen
tral Collegian, Seminary Budget, Purdue
Volant c. College Journal, Old and New

>

ODDS AND ENDS.
WILL teach with the " ccnten. Dial shank," that lasts "A" hundred years.
u

An Ex." says of an alumnus that
u
he is sweetening death as a life insurance agent."
Which is worse—to have Rhetorical Exercises in the evening, or the
day after the term closes?
" Jupiter presents numerous phases to us, but the distance is so
n-eat
that
they
are
not
visible."
6
<

" What is phantasy ? " btudent " When the spirit—well, if the
imagination whenever the sensormm what is the question, sir?"

Prof.

" Seek-we-hairs" has purchased a
shovel and two cats, preparatory to
taking his " diminutive course in
theology," just long enough to make
sermons.
The Portland Press states that the
Freshmen have burned " Thuycdicdies," and also notices the prize
declamation of the " Nicholas Latin

Our friend Elayes, the grocer, says
that as he lias no sons to send, he
wouldn't object to having his sign
go to college, if it had not come
back so badly " cracked."
A high-school teacher, Miss S.,
who frequently finds errors in text
books, remarks upon a print in Hadlev that she must write and call the
author's attention to his error. Puu
Beg pardon, the mail don't go
pil
i
to Hades.'
u

As a Soph, handed his last paper
11
f tl B. B
rag to tl T
that offi
Association, he sta
u
the following : How do I
u G
thus show that 1 am a poet
11
n
Because I show that I am
it up
devoted to the ' ft
Evidence of ill feeling between
classmates always pains us, and we
were especially grieved recently to
see two long-haired Seniors in the
lecture room twining their fingers
in each other's auburn locks and
twisting and pulling like any viragos.

Academy.
A metaphysically inclined Senior
A student making up Zoology de- recently attended a gathering where
IT
e
is
he
indulged
in
Copenhagen.
scribed the whale as the largest of
c;•Ah
now
eager
to
discuss
the
question:
is
the
no
fishes. Prof.
"
Is
a
kiss
a
subject-object
or
an
obThat's
whale a fish?" Student
ject-object?"
He
is
certain
that
it
what Jonah called it."
..

\

\

\
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is a psychical act or state, and is
evanescent; but he doubts its being
intellectual.

/

I
\

•

i

During a clerical conference the
following conversation was heard
between two newsboys: " I say,
Jim, what's the meaning of so many
ministers being here all together ? "
" Why," answered Jim, scornfully,
" they always meet once a year, to
n
swap sermons.
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Scene—an examination. Tutor
sees a mysterious and suspiciouslooking paper fall to the floor. He
also sees an opportunity to distinguish himself. Cautiously he advances to the attack, and captures
v
the paper. He reads: " Sold again.
—Dartmouth.
We learn that a German chemist
has succeeded in making a first-rate
brandy out of saw-dust. We are
friends to the temperance movementarid want it to succeed, but what
chance will it have when a man can
take a rip-saw and go out and get
drunk on a fence rail?—Ex.

A Freshman asks why a Theologue, going away Saturday night
and returning Monday morning, must
always carry a huge satchel and an
umbrella, no matter how short the
trip or pleasant the weather. Rash
The Judiciary Committee of the
youth! seek not to penetrate such State Association of Base-Ball Playsacred mysteries.
ers held a meeting at the Preble
House
in
Portland,
Monday
afterA professor, commenting on a
noon,
to
decide
the
disputed
game
student's essay in psychology, said:
11
between
the
Bowdoin
and
Bates
You have given the class a very
college
clubs
for
the
State
chamgood introduction to the subject, I
pionship.
Both
clubs
were
ably
think." The student thinks, if he
represented
at
the
meeting,
and
after
succeeded in doing that, he ought to
a
full
hearing
the
Committee
decided
have perfect rank and a protracted
to
award
the
championship
to
Bowholiday for the rest of his course.
doin. Ex.
No remarks are necessary over
Chemistry has hitherto designated
sulphur by the symbol "S"; but as this decision, as all interested in
our biblical research has led us to base-ball matters know the truth of
believe that the sulphur of futurity the thing. But we do not see how
will be radically changed from its the boys can possibly derive any enpresent normal temperature and joyment from the pennant they are
chemical characteristics, we propose allowed to keep, unless they have
as a formula, both new, interesting, the happy faculty of enjoying themn
and suggestive, " HE^L).
Univ. selves over their own funeral. LewIston Gazette.
Press.

I
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COLLEGE ITEMS
mHE Fall term closed Friday, Nov.
19th. Vacation of six weeks.
Oxford has 50± Freshmen, and
Cambridge GST.
Syracuse University is opposed to
college boating.
Cornell has a crew in training for
the next regatta.
Middlebury College proposes to
organize a rifle team.
A Swedish college is to be established at Knoxville, 111.
The University of Copenhagen
has opened its doors to women.
Prof. E, P. Smith has declined the
Professorship of Latin at Oberlin.
All the apparatus of the natural
history school at Penikese has been
sold at auction.
An unusually small number of student s had engaged schools at the
close of the term.
Dr. Matthews, formerly of this
State, has resigned his professorship
in Chicago University.
Forty students have been expelled
from Princeton for belonging to a
society which was opposed by the

Faculty.

it

Maine State Agricultural College
has an attendance of 125 students,
and a larger Freshman class than
either of th e other colleges in the
State.
\

Several students were lately arrested at Dartmouth for assaulting
The prisoners were
an auctioneer.
escorted to their trial by over 400
of their follow students.
The Dartmouth boys, unlike the
Bate , did not think best to play the
Tuft at foot-ball until they had
learned the game. Together with
the fever and the book-store man,
the Dartmouth boys have had a hard
time.
The annual auction sale of the
Reading Room magazines and papers
occurred Nov. 12th. The bids did
not run quite so high as last year,
but the result was very satisfactory.
geverai new all(i valuable additions
have been made to the already large
list of periodicals to be found upon
the table and rack.
The Freshmen cremated Thucydides at the close of the term. The
funeral pyre was erected upon David's summit. An oration and poem
were delivered, and a touching farewell paid to the departing shades of

l

L

College Items.
the great historian. A policeman,
attracted by the light and music,
appeared upon the scene; but the
boys say bo was harmless.

'

I

And now quiet old Colby has bad
its little excitement. A Junior took
unto himself a wife, and was of
course serenaded by the boys. After
the regular exercises, the boy 8 on
their wav home could not refrain
from an occasional shake of the bell
and blast of the horn ; all which disturbed the slumbers and roused the
ire of the peaceful and order-loving
citizens of sleepy little Waterville.
At Dartmouth, the t e r m bill s
amount to $70; at Brown, 5; at
Williams, $80 to $95; at Yale, $140;
at Harvard, $150. Ex.
Mrs. Cady Stanton has two danghters at Vassar whom she intends to
make examples for the world. One
is to enter the ministry, the other
the legal profession. Ex.
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Plans have been drawn for an observatory at Bates College, to be
erected on the summit of Mt. David,
at a cost of $10,000. It will be
32x32, of brick, with wings. The
dome will be movable on cannonballs, with a slit for a $20,000 telescope The college asks Lewiston
and Auburn to raise $10,000 to erect
the building. All but about $13,500
of the $300,000 endowment fund of
the college has been raised.—Gazette.
The National Teacher's Monthly
has the following upon memorizing:
" The practice of considering everything deliberately, of attempting to
of
te matter imperfectly
th
on
e
->8 b
pu
}
back of reasoning, which prevails in
our schools and colleges, has resulted
in our public speakers being guilty
of disgraceful drawling, repetition,
tation, for which the more
d
the
tten cl
disgraceful
usual remedy. Your ready, fluent
speaker
ful, extempor
lly those who in youth trained
their memory in spite of the sneers
f
ters and th
f
the schools. Say what you may
grace and fluency in delivery, pointed
paragraphs, rounded periods, and,
better than all, the trick of stopping
when one is done, can be attained
only by training the memory for
ready recitation at school."
&

/

/

At an entertainment at Weare, N*
II., Friday night, a pistol accidentally discharged came near ending
the lives of Mr. H. S. Cowell, Principal of the Seminary, and a lady
the bullet narrowly missing both.
Boston Herald.
There's amoral there, boys. Hervey, you know, was always to be
found close to the ladies.

J

*
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PERSONALS.
J

70.

W. E. C. Bich has been
74. —C. S. Frost supplies the pulelected Usher in the Lawrence Gram- pit of the Free-Baptist Church at
mar School, Boston, Mass.
Gardiner, Me.
73. E. A. Smith is on the edi'74. Robert Given has recently
torial staff of the Morning Star, closed a successful term of school
Dover, N. H.
at Bowdoinham, and contemplates a
74 H. H. Acterian is preaching trip West for his health.
?
at West Gardiner, Me
75. H. F. Giles is at his home in
74. J. H. Hoffman is in the Ban- Sanbornton, N. H.
gor Theological Seminary.

\

\
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BATES COLLEGE
FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION AND GOVERNMENT.
KEY.

THOMAS L. ANGELL, A.M.,

OKEN B. CHENEY, D.D.,

Professor of Modern Languages

President.

REV.

JOHN FULLONTON, D.D.,

REV.

Prof, of Ecclesiastical History and Pastoral Theology

JONATHAN Y. STANTON, A.M.,

Professor of Systematic Theology and Homiletics

GEORGE C. CHASE, A.M

Professor of Greek and Latin Languages

BEV.

JAMES ALBERT HOWE, A.M.,

BENJAMIN F. HAYES, D.D.,

Professor of Rhetoric and English Literature.

THOMAS HILL RICH, A.M.,

Professor of Psychology and Exogetieal Theology

Professor of Hebrew

OLIVER C. WENDELL, A.M.,

RICHARD C. STANLEY, A.M.,
Professor of Chemistry and Geology.

Professor of Astronomy

REV. CHARLES II. MALCOM, D.D.,
Lecturer on History.

CLASSICAL DEPARTMENT.
TERMS OF ADMISSION.
Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class are examined as follows:—
LATIN : In nine books of Virgil's iEneid; six orations of Cicero; the Catiline of Sallust; twenty exercises of Arnold's
Latin Prose Composition, and in JIarkness' Latin Grammar. GREEK: In three books of Xenophon's Anabasis; two books
of Homer's Iliad, and in Hartley's Greek Grammar. MATHEMATICS: in Loomis' or Greenleaf's Arithmetic, in the first
twelve chapters of Loomis' Algebra, and in two books of Geometry. ENGLISH: In Mitchell's Ancient Geography, and in
Worcester's Ancient History.
All candidates for advanced standing will be examined in the preparatory studies, and also in those previously pursued
by the class they propose to enter, or in other studies equivalent to them.
Certificates of regular dismission will be required from those who have been members of other Colleges.
The regular examinations for admission to College take place on the second Saturday before Commencement, on Tuesday
preceding Commencement, and on Saturday preceding the first day of the Fall Term.

COURSE OF STUDY.
The regular Course of Instruction is that commended by the leading Colleges of the country as eminently adapted to
secure liberal culture and a sound classical education.
/

EXPENSES.
The annual expenses are about $200. Pecuniary assistance, from the income of thirteen scholarships and various other
benefactions, is rendered to those who are unable to meet their expenses otherwise.
Students contemplating the Christian ministry receive assistance every year of the course.

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
This is a department in the College, established by vote of the corporation July 21,1870. It occupies Nichols Hall, situated about a quarter of a mile from the College buildings, and is in charge of a special Faculty appointed by the College
corporation.
Candidates for admission are required to furnish testimonials of good standing in some Christian church, and to give
evidence of their duty to prepare for the gospel ministry, certified by the church of which they are members respectively, or
by some ordained minister.
Those who are not graduates from College, previous to entering upon the regular course of study, must be prepared for
examination in the common English branches, Natural Philosophy, Physiology, Chemistry, Geology, Astronomy, Algebra,
and in the Latin and Greek languages.
Tuition, room rent, and use of libraries free.
COMMENCEMENT
JUNE 28,1876.
For Catalogue or other information, address

OREN B CHENEY, PKESIDENT, Lctciston, Me.
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NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
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This Institution is located in the city of Lewiston, Maine, and is named in honor
of LTMAN NICHOLS, Esq., of Boston. The special object of the school is to prepare
students for the Freshman Class of Bates College, though students who do not contemplate a College course are admitted to any of the classes which they have the
qualifications to enter. The School is situated near the College and Theological
School, and thus affords important advantages of association with students of more
advanced standing and scholarship.
The Course of Study comprises three years and as many classes; that is, the first
year, or third class; the second year, or second class; the third year, or first class.
The classes are so arranged that students can enter the school at any time during the
year.

-

BOAIM OF INSTRUCTION.
FRITZ W. BALDWIN, A.M., PRINCIPAL
TilEODORE G. WILDER, A.3H
FREDERIC E. EMRICH
MARK E. M'KXHAM

Teacher of Latin and Greek.
Teacher of Mathematics.
Assistant Teacher of Latin.
Teacher of Elocution.

For further particulars send for Catalogue.

A. M. JONES, Searian/.

STEVENS

1

&

CO.

98 LISBON STREET.

Fine Custom Shirts.
PATTERNS

Books i
Periodicals i

In Stock and to Measure.

Q'
&

GENTS

1

FUMISHING GOODS.

103 LISBON STREET,

tationeryi
&c. &c.

Fine Gold Pens and Pencils.

Lewiston, Maine.
98 Lisbon Street, Lewiston.
XT Agent for SUMMONS'S TROY LAUNDRY.

Linen

Collars and Cuffs RE-LAUNDERED equal to new, for four cents
each.

L. O. STEVENS

i .

SPECIAL NOTICES TO STUDENTS.
LEWISTON DYE HOUSE,

E. K. PIERCE,

West End of Canal Bridge,

PEALKK IN

Watches, Clocks, and Jewelry 9

E. W. GOULD, Proprietor.

SILVER WARE, ETC.
NEAR THE BRIDGE, AUBURN, ME.
a specialty. References to stuleuts in Bates who are using them given upon application
PAIL BKETON WATCHES

/

MAIN STREET, LEWISTON, ME.

BALLARD & HITCHCOCK,
Fish Market.
Ojsters, Clams, anil Lobsters furnished for family use at the
lowest prices.
All orders promptly attended to.
COR. ASH AND LISBON STREETS, LEWISTON, ME.

Silks, Woolens, Worsteds, and Cottons and Wool Goods of
every description, Dyed or Cleansed in a superior manner.
Gents' Coats, Pants, and Vests Dyed or Cleansed and
Pressed. Kid Gloves and Furs Cleansed. No Goods ac
counted for after three days.

Drs. GODD ARD & BIGELO W,
Dentists9
LYCEUM HALL BLOCK, LEWISTON, ME

O. DAVIS'S
CURTIS & CROSBY'S GALLERY.
Carte-de-Visites in Every Style,
Hair Cutting and Shaving
INCLUDING

I
HAYMARKET SQUARE, CORNER PARK ST.,
LEWISTON, ME.

DARLING & LYDSTON,
Custom Hoot Makers9
FIRST DOOR WEST END OP THE CANAL BRIDGE,
MAIN STREET, LEWISTON, ME.
HAVING UAD

Sixteen Years' Experience in the Business,
we feel ourselves competent to do all work entrusted to our
care in a workmanlike manner. N. B.—We do our own repairing. All those wishing a good job will do well to call.

FISK & CLARK
Druggists and Apothecaries9

VIGNETTES, REMBRANDTS, BERLINS,
PLAIN CARTES, MINIATURES, and
VAN DER WEYDE PORTRAITS
Copying and Enlarging to any size.

Old P. 0. Building.

Lisbon St., Lewiston

DAY, NEALEY & CO
DEALERS IN

Flour, Groceries
and Provisions i
j

*

and dealers in Patent Medicines and Toilet Articles. Also, a
choice assortment of Foreign and Domestic Cigars.
77 LISBON ST., 4 doors above Tremont IIou3e, Lewiston.
Physicians' prescriptions carefully compounded.

J. T. MILLS,
Dealer in Crockery, China
and GLASS WARE, Kerosene Lamps and Chandeliers, Table Cutlery, Silver Plated and Britannia Ware.

75 Lisbon St., Lewiston. Sign, Big Pitcher.

MAIN STREET, LEWISTON, ME.

C. Y. CLARK,
Livery, Sale, and Boarding Stable

>

. cor.
LEWISTON, MAINE.
First Class Teams to let at reasonable rates.
All orders for Funeral Parties will receive prompt attention
Horses boarded by the day or week.

t

'*

COOK

DOUGLASS

STUDENTS

>

AND TIIE

COLLEGE AND SCHOOL PUBLIC IN GENERAL

Text-Books

Are respectfully invited to call and examine

?

Our Stock of Fine Goods

PERIODICALS AND STATIONERY
adapted to the present season and chosen with special refernce to young men's tastes. We have a choice assortment oj

ALSO

Woolens, Worsteds, and
9
Gents Furnishing Goods

Picture Frames i
ROOM

:P .A. F E PI

s,

And the usual accompaniments of

109 Lisbon St.

ALSO, A FULL

LINE

OF

9

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

Ready-Made Clothing
Gloves, Trunks, Umbrellas, etc.,

WOOD & GOLDER,

Coal, Wood, and Hay
Near Maine Central Depot,
LEWISTON, ME,

HAWKES & MATHEWS,
Dealers in Coal9
Wood, Pressed Hay, and Straw,
No. 81 LISBON STREET,

LEWISTON, MAINE.

i

HATS AND CAPS,

Always on hand, at prices as low as the lowest.

Dealers in all kinds of

NEAL

Keep constantly on hand a

Gents Furnishing Goods
LISBON STREET, LEWISTON, ME

SIGN OF GOLDEN FLEECE

BICKNELL

Fine Custom Shirt Maker.
PATTERNS

)

\

-

•Shirts cut from measure and warranted to fit.
cut from measure.

ROWELL

llerchant Tailors f

^4 FIBST-CLASS BOOKSTORE

WM. W. LYDSTON,

'

OUR CUTTING DEPARTMENT, improved by long experience, offers special advantages for the satisfaction of all.
Repairs promptly attended to.

WHITNEY

No. 2 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me.

\

Of a quality and at a price to suit all.

Lisbon Street,

CORNISH

Lewiston. Maine

WHITE,

Practical Tailors

y

No. 55 Lisbon Street ?
LEWISTON,
B. CORNISH

)

MAINE
F. H. WHITE.

COBB 8c MAXFIELD

np

9

il@^s.

AND DEALERS IN

FOKEIGN" AND DOMESTIC WOOLENS 1
9

No. 07 LISBON S THEJET,

LEWISTON, MAINE.

Opposite Paul's New Block,

TO THE PUBLIC—We have just received and keep constantly on hand a large assortment of the best quality
of goods, from which we are prepared to furnish our customers with suits in style and workmanship unsurpassed, at prices
which defy competition. Having had a long experience in the business, we feel confident of giving entire satisfaction, and
guarantee perfect fits in every case. All orders promptly filled.
1\ S.—A deduction made to students.
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FRIEDMAN

Co.
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Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Fancy

Goods i

!

o
to

CO

•iH

BEST FRENCH KID GLOVES,

^

8

I

O

J

HOSIERY, TRIMMINGS, LACES,
AND EMBROIDERIES,

W

CO

H

HOOF SKIRTS AND CORSETS,
i

f

<*>

£
e

GO

<*>

DO

H

i

Ladies and Gents FnmislM Goods

Q

:

FL!
•to

Yarns and Zephyr Worsteds, Small
Wares, and Toys,

No. 17 Lisbon Street
LEWISTON, MAINE.
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ORDERS OP EXERCISES, PROGRAMMES, and all
kinds of College Printing, executed in unsurpassed
style at the JOURNAL OFFICE, Lisbon street.

TILE BATES STUDENT.
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE,
Published by the Class of '76, Bates
College*
TERMS

College Printing

: $! a year, invariably in advance.
Single copies, 10 cents.

Single copies will be sent to any address on receipt of ten
cents and stamp.
THE STUDENT will be furnished to all subscribers until
an explicit order is received for its discontinuance, and until
nil arrearages are paid, as required by law.
Rates of advertising, 75 cents per inch for first, and 25
cents for each subsequent insertion.
MISSING NUMBERS.
If any subscriber fails to receive a copy of the Magazine
when due, we would thank him to inform us, and the mistake will be immediately rectified.
The Magazine will be for sale at the following bookstores:
French Bros', Douglass & Cook's, and Stevens & Co.'s,
Lewiston ; WUlard Small & Co.'s, Auburn •, and Loring,
Short & Harmon's, Portland.
Literary communications should be addressed to the " Editors of the Bates Student." All subscriptions and business
letters to

THE LATE STYLES

I l
IN TYPE AND STATIONERY.

ELEGANT PRESSWORK.

rt

IRVING C. PHILLIPS,
BATES COLLEGE,
LEWISTON, ME.

CAREFUL WORK THROUGHOUT.

FOSS & MURPHY,
(Successors to A. L. & P. P. Getchell,) keep ths latest and
most fashionable styles of

Hats, Caps, Furs,
Trunks and Umbrellas,

REASONABLE PRICES.

Found in the market.

46 Lisbon St,, Lewiston. Sign of Big Hat.

FESSENDEN I. DAY,
Boots.9 Shoes,9 and Hnbbers9

Journal Job Office

No. 5 Journal Block,
LISBON STREET, LEWISTON, ME.

C. C. COBB,
Boots and Shoes of all Kinds,

LEWISTON.

99 Lisbon Street,
LEWISTON, MAINE.
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MONTHLY MAGAZINE,

PUBLISHED BY THE CLASS OF 76, BATES COLLEGE

EDITED BY CUAULES 8. LIBBT AXD EDWARD WHITNEY
BUSINESS MANAGER: IRVING 0. PHILLIPS.

\l
VOL. III.

LEWISTON :
PRINTED AT THE JOURNAL OFFICE

1875-

>

CONTENTS.

VOL III

PAGE

A<1 Stellam (poem)
4
Alexander Hamilton
9
218
Art
Alma Mater (poem)
248
Amusements
....241
Canada
38
China's First Essay
173
Caesar and Napoleon
223
Compulsory Education
246
Drawing in Schools
(12
December (poem)
240
Eloquence
116
E. C. Stedman
169
Exactly ! (poem)
245
Franz Lieber
55
Feeling of Insignificance, A
<;<;
Fanaticism
69
Fragment, A (poem)
:u
Fetters
185
(ierman Element in our Population
29
Gossip
133
I lore and There while Abroad. VI... 85
Henry Kirko White (poem)
65
Higher Education of Women
162
I imagination
35
Ideal Historian, The
214
John Stuart Mill
I
.lames Watt
192
Eetter from Centre Orange
43
Life's Conflict (poem)
89
Letter from India
90
March (poem)
58
.)

i

«

PACK

Modern Solar Researches
Melancholy and Genius

107
112

My Ships (poem)

119

Memories (poem)
136
Music (poem)
168
Milton as a Politician
197
October (poem)
188
Probitas, Laudatur, et Alget (poem).. 16
Philpot, a Poet
141
Protest, A
14G
Pulpit of the Next Generation, The..211
Prayer, A (poem)
214
Relativity of Knowledge
81
Robert Burns
II!)
Richest Prince, The (poem)
146*
Relation of ^Esthetic Culture to
Morality
159
Some Philosophical Terms
11
Scholar in Society, The
41
Study of Language, The
59
Sultry Day in Summer, A (poem)
02
Science of Language, The
137
Sunshine and Shadow in Thought
190
Shore, The (poem)
Thought on the Strength of Romanism 32

Twilight (poem)

no

Taste
Ultramontanism in America
Unsolved Problems In Philosophy
Value of Experimental Study, The..
Weimar

140
144
104
.237
4

DEPARTMENTS.
Editors' Portfolio.
Salutatory—Specialties—Teaching—Exchanges
Calvin C. Uttleh'eld, 18; Mistakes—Our Library
Apology—Our Exchanges, 45; Inter-Collegiate
Individuality—A Word about Base-Ball—Out
Exchanges, 71; Biography—Our Gymnasium—Our
Advertisers—Our Exchanges, D7; Dreaming and
Doing—The Spell—A Suggest ion—Our Exchanges,
123; The Ranking System—Society Matters —

Commencement—Base-Ball—Our Exchanges, 149;
Superstition—Commencement—Our Exchanges,
170; Contributions—Base-Ball—Our Exchanges

The " Almighty Dollar," 201; To Our Subscribers
Alumni Meeting Base-Ball— Foot-Ball—Our
Exchanges—Notice, 227 ; Exeunt—Thoroughness
That Pennant—Our Exchanges, 252.

Odds and Ends. .25 51, 70, 103, 129, 156,
181, 207, 234, 258.
College Items ...26,53,79, 105, 131, 157,
183, 208, 235, 260.
Personals
27, 54, 80, 106, 132, 158,
184, 210, 236, 262.
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rhis School offers to young men excellent facilities for acquiring

A THOROUGH KNOWLEDGE OF BUSINESS AFFAIRS.

It is
It school of PRACTICAL WORK,
The student is made familiar wit! i
Business Paper of every description, and of the working of all kinds
of Business, Wholesale or Retail.
Every young man contemplating a Classical College Education should first
establish a

COOt) UAWt)*WRITIWC
.AM) ACQUIRE A

Thorough Knowledge of Book-Keeping.
He will then possess a valuable art, which he can make available anywhere
for teaching or business.
THREE DEPARTMENTS :
<

F'ftm @$m$wQ@$r

For further particulars, terms, &c, call at College office

O
Lewiston, May 5, 1875

BO AKBIMAIN JSMITPI

OCMPLETE SUCCESS OF THE NEW SYSTEM!

HACAR'S ARITHMETICS.
RETAIL PRICE.

I.
II.

Primary Lessons in Numbers,
Elementary Arithmetic,

ill. Common School Arithmetic,IV. Dictation Problems and Key to Com. Sell. Arifli.,

$0.30
- 0.50
1.00
- 1.00

The new method fully tested and proved to be

Successful in Practice, as weii as Attractive in Theory.
C'f these books, we have issued during the first eighteen months of their publication,

Over 100,000 Copies.
The intrinsic merit of Hasrar's Arithmetics is sufficiently attested by the
wide-spread popularity they have obtained in the short time since their publication.
No other similar text-books have been so rapidly introduced into the best schools
or have stood so well the ordeal of the school-room. They have been adopted for
Public Schools, Normal Schools, and Seminaries in all parts of the country; in

The City of New York,
The City of Providence, R. I.,
The City of Salem, Mass.,
The City of Portland, Me.,
The City of Lewiston, Me.,
The City of Meriden, Conn.,
The City of Topeka, Kan.,
The Boro' of Catasauqua, Pa ,,

Normal School, Farmington, Me.,
Normal School, Salem, Mass.,
Normal School, Providence, R. I.,
Normal School, "Wilmington, Del.,
North Providence, R. I.,
West Roxbury, Mass.,
New London, N. H.,
Town o f Quincy, Mass.,

And in hundreds.of other prominent places throughout the Country, including nearly

Two Hundred Important Towns in New England alone.
Teachers and School Officers, if you are thinking of changing your Text-Books on
Arithmetic, Don't do it until you have examined these Books.

We will send

copies for examination, by mail or express, prepaid, On Condition that if the
Books ar not adopted the specimen copies shall be returned to us. Address,

COWPERTIIWAIT k CO., Educational Publishers,
Or,

628 & 630 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
JAMES A. BOW EN, Now England Agent,
.17 'mil 30 Brattle Street, Bottom.

